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CONVEX CURVES MOVING HOMOTHETICALLY 
BY NEGATIVE POWERS OF THEIR CURVATURE* 

JOHN URBASt 

Abstract. We study immersed locally convex curves in R2 which move homothetically under 
flow by negative powers of their curvature. 

1. Introduction. In [11,12] we classified all complete noncompact embedded 
convex hypersurfaces in Rn+1 which move homothetically under flow by a positive or 
negative power of their Gauss curvature. Furthermore, we observed that the embed- 
dedness hypothesis could be dropped in the case n > 2 because the hypersurfaces in 
question are automatically embedded by virtue of results of Sacksteder [9] and van 
Heijenoort [13]. Our main aim here is to investigate the special case of locally convex 
curves in R2 moving homothetically by a negative power of their curvature. 

Let 7t, t e [0,T), be a family of curves in R2 given by smooth immersions 
Xt = X(', t) : / -> R2 where / is some open interval in R. The curves 7* are said to 
move under K~a flow for some a > 0 if 

8X 1 
(1.1) _(M) = _^,(a>t)    for all    (s,t)eIx[0,T), 

where fi(-,£) is the curvature of 7* and i/(-,t) is the unit normal vectorfield of 7*. Any 
smooth solution of (1.1) must have K, of one sign. We use the conventions that for 
locally convex curves K > 0 and u points out of the convex region defined by the curve 
in the case that it bounds a convex region. 

We are interested in homothetic solutions of (1.1), which means that Xt = </>(i)Xo 
for some positive function </>. By the usual separation of variables argument we see 
that XQ must satisfy 

(1.2) K-a[X] = \(X,v) 

and 

(1.3) mra(t) = A 

for some nonzero constant A. Since 0(0) = 1, we have 

(1.4) (/)1-a(t) = l + \(l-a)t   if   a^l 

and 

(1.5) </>(*)= eA'    if   a = l. 

There are no solutions of (1.2) in the case A = 0 which corresponds to the trivial 
homothety <f>(t) = 1. 

We say 7 (or X) is an expanding solution if A > 0 and a contracting solution if 
A < 0. If a ^ 1, we can rescale the solution so that A = ±1. If a = 1, both sides of 
(1.2) scale the same way, and the behaviour of solutions may be different for different 
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values of A. Expanding solutions are quite different from contracting solutions, so the 
two cases will be considered separately. 

Expanding Solutions. A result of Chow and Gulliver [3] states that for any 
closed compact embedded solution of (1.1) with any a > 0, the quantity sup7t (X, v) — 
inf7t(X, u) remains bounded by a positive constant depending only on the initial 
curve 70 for as long as the flow exists. In particular, this implies that the only closed, 
compact, embedded solutions of (1.2) are circles about the origin of radius A1/^"1) for 
a ^ 1 and of any radius if a = 1 (in this case we must take A = 1). For a G (0,1] this is 
also a consequence of results in [5,10]. In fact, from [5,10] it follows that for a £ (0,1] 
the only closed compact locally convex immersed solutions of (1.2) are multiple covers 
of circular solutions. However, this is not true for a > 1 as we shall prove below. 

THEOREM 1. Let a > 1 and {3 = 1/a. Then for any pair of relatively prime 
positive integers m> n satisfying 

/.. ~x lra"l 

x/T^S      n      1-/3 

there is a nontrivial closed compact immersed solution 7 of (1.2) with A = 1. This 
solution has total curvature 2rmr and it closes in n periods of its curvature function. 

By nontrivial we mean that 7 is not a multiple cover of a circle. We do not 
know whether there is only one such solution for each pair m, n (up to rotations about 
the origin), or whether there are also solutions for m,n outside the range in (1.6). 
We conjecture that there are no other smooth closed solutions (although there are 
closed solutions with a singularity—see Theorem 2), and that the solution obtained in 
Theorem 1 for given m^n is unique up to homothety and rotation. This would follow 
immediately (as in [1]) from the strict monotonicity of the period integral, as will be 
explained in Section 2, but we have not been able to prove this. 

We shall see below that every convex solution of (1.2) with A = 1 determines a 
positive solution of the equation 

(1.7) t/// + w = 7x/3,    (3 = 1/a, 

and vice versa. All nonconstant positive entire solutions of (1.7) are periodic if ft G 
(0,1), and give rise to closed curves precisely when the period is a rational multiple 
of 27r. The curves in Theorem 1 correspond to solutions of (1.7) with the initial 
conditions 1^(0) = a, iz'(0) = 0, where a € (0,1). We shall see that these solutions 
have maximum value less than /3i = [2/(/3 + 1)]1/(:L~^) > 1. Consequently (see (2.7) 
and (2.8) below), the corresponding curves lie in the open ball B/^ (0). Other solutions 
of (1.2) arise from solutions of (1.7) with the initial conditions u(0) = a, ^'(0) = 0 
where a > /?i. These are described in Theorem 2. 

We introduce the following terminology. A solution of (1.2) is said to be maximal 
if it cannot be smoothly extended to a larger solution. A maximal solution 7 is said 
to be infinite if it has infinite length in both directions, semi-infinite if it is of infinite 
length, has one endpoint and K -» 00 at the endpoint, or finite if it has finite length 
and K —> 00 at both endpoints. 

THEOREM 2. Let a > 1. Then for any a > fii there is a unique, modulo 0(2), 
maximal solution 7 0/(1.2) with A = 1 such thatmaxp^ \p\ = a. 7 is a finite, generally 
nonembedded, curve of finite total curvature k. Furthermore, k is a continuous strictly 
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decreasing function of a and 

(1.8) lim k = ^, lim k = TT, 
a-)-/3i 1 — p a^-oo 

where f3 = I/a. If a = Pi, the endpoints 0/7 lie at the origin, so 7 is a closed curve. 
If a > Pi, the endpoints of 7 lie on dBr(0) where r2 = a2 — [2/(/3 + l)]a^+1 > 0, and 
the tangent vector to 7 at each endpoint is radial, pointing towards the origin at one 
endpoint and away from the origin at the other. 

In the case a = Pi the solutions are closed curves generally having a cusp or 
corner singularity at the origin. For certain values of P (precisely when 27r/(l - /?) 
is an even multiple of TT) the two endpoints meet in a C1 fashion at the origin, but 
K —t 00 at the origin in any case. 

Next we describe the expanding solutions of (1.2) in the case a € (0,1). 

THEOREM 3. Let a E (0,1). Then every maximal solution 7 of (1.2) with A = 1 
is one of the following types of curves. 

(i) An infinite covering of the unit circle. 

(ii) A finite, generally nonembedded, locally convex curve of finite total curvature 
k > n, both endpoints of which lie on dBr(0) for some r G (0, a*) where 

a* = y/(l-a)/(l + a) < 1. 

The tangent vector to the curve points radially at each endpoint, towards the 
origin at one endpoint and away from the origin at the other. There is exactly 
one such solution, modulo 0(2), for each r £ (0,a*); and the total curvature k is 
a continuous strictly increasing function of r satisfying 

lim k = TT, lim k = 00. (1.9) 

(Hi) An infinite, properly immersed, locally convex curve of finite total curvature k > 0. 
There is exactly one such solution, modulo 0(2), for each k > 0. 

(iv) A semi-infinite, properly embedded, locally convex curve of finite total curvature, 
with its endpoint on dBr(0) for some r > a*; and tangent vector at the endpoint 
pointing radially. There is exactly one such solution, modulo 0(2), for each r G 
(a*, 00), and the total curvature k is a continuous strictly decreasing function of 
r satisfying 

lim k = 00, lim A; = 0. (1.10) 
r—>Gt* 1—>oo 

(v) A semi-infinite, locally convex, embedded curve of infinite total curvature. The 
curve has its endpoint on dB^ (0) with tangent vector pointing radially there, and 
the other end spirals asymptotically towards the unit circle from the inside. There 
is exactly one such solution, modulo 0(2). 

(vi) An infinite, locally convex, embedded curve of infinite total curvature. One end 
of the curve spirals asymptotically to the unit circle from the outside, and the 
other end goes to infinity with finite total curvature outside BR(0) for any R > 1. 
There is exactly one such solution, modulo 0(2). 

The curve in Theorem 3 (ii) is a closed curve with a cusp when k is an odd 
multiple of TT. Theorem 3 (iii) is a generalization in the one dimensional case of the 
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main result of [12]. The solutions in (iii) with k < TT are the only complete noncompact 
embedded solutions of (1.2). 

The case a = 1 is somewhat special, because we cannot rescale the curve to make 
A = 1 in (1.3). The solutions behave differently in each of the three cases A — 1, A > 1 
and A €(0,1). 

THEOREM 4. Let a = 1 and let 7 be a maximal solution of (1.2). 

(i) If X = 1, then 7 is either an infinite covering of the unit circle, or a semi- 
infinite, properly embedded, locally convex curve of infinite total curvature. This 
solution has its endpoint on dBr(0) for some r > 0 and tangent vector pointing 
radially there, and it spirals infinitely many times around the origin without self- 
intersection as it goes to infinity. There is exactly one such solution, modulo 
0(2), for eachr > 0. 

(ii) If X > 1, then 7 is either a semi-infinite, locally convex curve similar to the one 
described in (i), or an infinite, properly immersed curve of infinite total curvature. 
Each end of the curve spirals infinitely many times around the origin as it goes 
to infinity. There is exactly one such curve, modulo 0(2), with dist(Q^) = r for 
each r > 0 and each A > 1. 

(iii) If 0 < X < 1, then 7 is a finite, properly immersed, locally convex curve of finite 
total curvature k = TT/^I — X, with both endpoints lying on dBr(0) for some 
r > 0. The tangent vector to the curve points radially at each endpoint, towards 
the origin at one endpoint and away from the origin at the other. There is exactly 
one such solution, modulo 0(2), for each r > 0 and each X G (0,1). 

Contracting Solutions. These are much less diverse than their expanding 
counterparts. To describe them we introduce some terminology. 

Let C be a closed convex cone in R2 with vertesx at the origin and vertex angle 
less than TT. We say that C is a supporting cone for a finite C1 embedded convex 
curve 7 if 7 C C, the endpoints of 7 lie on dC — {0} and 7 is tangential to DC at the 
endpoints. 

THEOREM 5. Let a > 0. 

(i) If 7 is a maximal contracting solution of (1.2), then 7 is a finite, embedded, 
convex curve supported by a cone C as above. In particular, there is no complete 
contracting solution. 

(ii) Ifa = l, then for any cone C as above there is a unique A < 0 and a unique (up 
to homothety) maximal solution 7 of (1.2) with supporting cone C. 

(iii) If a > 0, a ^ 1, then for any cone C as above and any A < 0 there is a unique 
(up to homothety) maximal solution 7 of (1.2) with supporting cone C. 

We shall prove the above theorems in Sections 2 and 3, except for the proofs 
of some technical lemmas which are given in Section 5. In Section 4 we make some 
remarks about convex curves which move homothetically under flow by positive powers 
of their curvature. Most of the results in this section are known, but we include them 
for comparison with flow by negative powers of the curvature. 

2. Expanding Solutions. In this section we shall prove Theorems 1 to 4. We 
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begin by deriving equation (1.7). We assume that 7 is a convex solution of 

(2.1) K = (x,v)-e 

for some ft > 0. Since K > 0, we may parametrize 7 by its inverse Gauss map. More 
precisely, if we suppose that 7 is parametrized by its arclength 5 measured from some 
point of 7, then we may express the tangent and normal vectors to 7 as 

(2.2) r= —= (cos^),sin^)) 

1/ = (— sin 6 (s), cos 9 (s)) 

where 6 is some smooth, strictly increasing function of s. The Prenet equations 

<?X dv       dX 
(2-3) ^ = -KI/'     TS

=K^ 
together with (2.2), then imply that « = —dO/ds. Note that our conventions regarding 
v and K lead to different signs in (2.3) than is usual. Now let u — u(8) = (X, u). Then 
using the Prenet equations we derive 

(2.4) u" + U = K-\ 

and hence, by (2.1), 

(2.5) u" + u = u(3. 

Here and below ' denotes differentiation with respect to 0. Since 

(2.6) X =■ {X, v)v + (X, r)r = uv + uV, 

7 is completely determined by u. The total curvature of 7 is simply the length of the 
interval on which u is defined. To prove the results stated in the introduction, it is 
sufficient therefore to prove corresponding assertions about positive solutions of (2.5). 
Note that 7 is complete, noncompact and properly immersed if and only if 

(2.7) |X|2 = K0)|2 + K(0)|2^oo 

as 0 approaches the endpoints of the interval on which u is defined. Prom (2.5) and 
(2.6) we see that 

^l^)l2 = |(K^)l2 + KWI2) 
(2-8) = 2W + 2uV' 

= 2uV 

so the curve 7 determined by u has no self-intersections if either v! > 0 or u* < 0 
everywhere. Furthermore, any portion of the curve corresponding to an interval on 
which u* > 0 or u' < 0 has no self-intersections. 

We now study positive solutions of (2.5).  By standard ODE theory the initial 
value problem 

(2.9) u,, + u = u/3,        ti(0)=a,    u'(0) = b 

has a unique solution for any a > 0 and & G R, and any positive solution of (2.5) 
defined on some interval can be smoothly continued for as long as it remains positive 
and bounded. Thus we shall always assume without further comment that any solution 
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is defined on its maximal interval of existence. The behaviour of solutions depends on 
the value of /?, so we consider a number of cases separately. 

Case 1. 0 < /? < 1. In this case we see that the function g(t) = t*3 — t is positive 
and strictly increasing for 0 < t < 1, negative and strictly decreasing for t > 1, and 
zero only at t = 0 and t = 1. Thus for any a G (0,1) the solution of 

(2.10) u" + u = vP,        ti(0) - a,    ^(0) = 0, 

is strictly convex where 0 < u < 1 and strictly concave where u > 1. Prom the above 
properties of g it is evident that u has a local minimum at 0 (since a € (0,1)) and that 
u must achieve a local maximum greater than 1 at some finite 6 > 0. Since (2.5) is 
invariant under the transformation 0 ^ — 9, u is an even function. Furthermore, since 
(2.5) is autonomous, u must be symmetric about any local maximum or minimum. 
This implies that u is periodic. 

By (2.2), the tangent and normal vectors to the curve 7 determined by u are 27r 
periodic with respect to 0, so it is clear that 7 is a closed curve precisely when the 
period of it is a rational multiple of 27r. We now derive an expression for the period T 
of u. We have u1 > 0 for 0 < 0 < T/2 and u has a minimum at 0 and a maximum at 
T/2. Multiplying (2.5) by u' and integrating from 0 to 9 6 (0,T/2] we obtain, since 
ifc(0) = a and u'(0) = 0, 

(2.11) \u'(0)\2=F(a)-F(u) 

where 

(2.12) Jp(5) = 52__^_sm. 

Note that F(s) = 0 at ,5 = 0 and at 5 = ft = [2/(13 + l)]1/(1-^) > 1, F < 0 on 
(0,/3i) and F > 0 for s > Pi. Furthermore, F attains its minimum value /3* = 
(P - l)/(P + 1) < 0 at s = 1. For each a € [0,1) there is a unique 6 G (l,/3i] such 
that F(6) = .F(a). It is clear that b is a continuous function of a. Using the facts that 
u' > 0 in (0,T/2) and u'(0) = u,(T/2) = 0, we see from (2.11) that 

(213) r,-ofT/2 *'(*)<» -of-r-*  

To prove Theorem 1 it is sufficient to show that T is continuous with respect to a for 
0 < a < 1 and 

(2.14) lim T = -^-r, lim T =   ,27r    . V ^ a->0+ 1-/3' a->l- vT17? 

The continuity of T follows from the fact that solutions of (2.10) depend continuously 
(in fact smoothly) on a for a G (0,1), while (2.14) is proved in Lemma 5.1. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 

Remark. We conjecture that T is a strictly decreasing function of a, but we have 
not been able to prove this. As mentioned in the introduction, this would imply that 
the solutions obtained in Theorem 1 are unique up to homothety and rotation. 

To prove Theorem 2, we first observe that the initial value problem (2.10) is 
solvable for any a > 0. In addition, the energy of any solution 

(2.15) E(u) = |ti/|2 + F(ti), 
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where F is given by (2.12), is completely determined by the initial conditions u(G) = a 
and i/(0) = b. In particular, for a > fii and b = 0 we see that u < a and v! < 0 
on [0,T), where (-T,T) is the maximal interval on which u remains positive, and in 
addition 

|ti/|2+JF(ii) = JP(a)>JPC8i) = 0. 

By considerations similar to those leading to (2.13) we see that 

(2.16) r= ["-?=£  
Jo   y/F(a)-F{8) 

If a = /3i, then T^) = 7r/(l - /3) by Lemma 5.2, and u(T) = 0, u'(T) = 0, so u 
extends to a nonnegative periodic function with period 27r/(l — /3). This does not 
contradict the uniqueness theorem for solutions of the initial value problem (2.10) 
because /3 < 1. If a > /?i, then ^(T) = -y^F(a) < 0, and by Lemma 5.2 

(2.17) lim T = —5—, lim T = £. V ^ a^+ I"/? ^oo 2 

These solutions give the curves described in Theorem 2; (1.8) follows directly from 
(2.17). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 

Case 2. /? > 1. In this case there are several types of positive solutions of 
(2.5). It is convenient to classify these according to their energy levels. Note that F 
has zeros at s = 0 and at 5 = pi = [(/? + l)/2]1/^"1) > 1, and now, since /? > 1, F 
attains its maximum value 0* = (0 — l)/(/3 -f 1) G (0,1) at s = 1. Furthermore, F is 
strictly increasing for 0 < 5 < 1 and strictly decreasing for s > 1. 

Positive solutions of (2.5) can now be classified according to their energy levels 
as follows. 

(i) E(u) < 0*. There are two subcases to consider. If 0 < E(u) < 0*, then 
there are precisely two numbers ai G [0,1) and 0,2 G (l,0i] such that F(ai) = E(u) 
for i = 1,2. Thus for the solutions of (2.5) with ^(0) = a;, i = 1,2, we must have 
^'(0) = 0. For ai = 0 we obtain the trivial solution u = 0 which is of no interest, while 
for ai G (0,1) we obtain a concave solution with maximum value ai < 1, defined on a 
bounded interval which is symmetric about the origin. These solutions give the curves 
described in Theorem 3 (ii). Let (—T,T) be the interval of existence of the solution 
of (2.5) with u(0) = a G (0,1) and u'ip) = 0. Then u' < 0 on [0,T) and 

•u'(0) = y/F{a)-F(u(0)), 

so 

(2.18) T= r , ds  =. 
Jo   y/F(a)-F(s) 

By Lemma 5.3, T is a strictly increasing function of a, T > vr and 

(2.19) lim T = TT, lim T = 00. 
a—>-0+ a-)-!- 

The fact that T > TT is also geometrically evident. 

For a2 > 1 we obtain a convex solution with minimum value 03 > 1 at the origin. 
If E(u) < 0, then there is precisely one number a > 0i such that i^a) = E(u), and the 
solution is also of this type. These solutions give the curves described in Theorem 3 
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(iii). Let (—T, T) be the interval of existence of the solution of (2.5) with u(0) = a > 1 
and 1/(0) = 0. Then as above we see that 

(2.20) T = / 
Ja 

ds 

,a    y/F{a) - F(s)' 

By Lemma 5.4, T is strictly decreasing and 

(2.21) lim T = oo, lim T = 0. 
a—►!+ a—>cx) 

Since T depends continuously on a for a E (1, oo), it follows that T takes every value 
in (0, oo) exactly once. This implies the uniqueness assertion in Theorem 3 (iii). 

(ii) E(u) > /?*. Since F(s) < f3*, for these solutions we have l^'l2 > E{u)-^ > 0, 
so u' cannot change sign, and u must take the value zero somewhere. Thus modulo a 
reflection and translation these solutions are obtained by solving (2.5) with the initial 
conditions w(0) = 0,1^(0) = b > 0 where b2 > (3*. Note that the uniqueness theorem 
for the initial value problem is applicable at u = 0 because f3 > 1. These solutions 
give the curves described in Theorem 3 (iv). Since u' is bounded away from zero, u 
takes every positive value exactly once, and u(8) —»• oo as 9 ->> T for some finite T. In 
fact, we can get an explicit expression for T by the argument used to derive (2.13), 
namely 

(2.22) T= f"    ,    dS      =■ 
Jo    v^2 - F(s) 

Since F(s) < (3* < b2 for all s > 0 and 62 - F(s) = 0(5/3+1) as 5 -> oo, we see that 
T is finite for any b > \ffll. Furthermore, the integrand in (2.22) (and hence also T 
itself) is strictly decreasing with respect to b for b E (/3*,oo), T is continuous with 
respect to 6, and by Lemma 5.5 

(2.23) lim   T = oo, lim T = 0. 

(iii) JEJ(W) = /?*. In this case the solution of (2.5) with ifc(0) = a, ^'(O) = 6, must 
satisfy 

(2.24) M2 + F(ti) = b2 + F(a) = /3*. 

Since the maximum value /?* of F is attained only at s = 1, we must have |i/|2 > 0 
unless u{G) — 1 and vKfO) = 0 at some point 0, in which case the uniqueness theorem for 
solutions of the initial value problem implies that u = 1. Thus nonconstant solutions 
with energy equal to /3* never take the value 1. These solutions can therefore be 
characterized as follows: for each b > \ffil there are precisely two numbers a\ E (0,1) 
and a2 E (l,/3i) such that (2.24) holds with a replaced by a\ and a^- For each such 
b there are two nonconstant positive solutions of (2.5), namely the solutions with the 
initial conditions tz(0) = a*, n'(0) = b for i — 1,2. Thus, possibly after a change of 
variable 0 H> -0, for i = 1 we obtain a concave strictly increasing solution u\ with 
0 < u\ < 1 and which takes every value in (0,1), and for i = 2 we obtain a convex 
strictly increasing solution U2 > 1 which takes every value in (1, oo). 

The solution ui must be equal to zero somewhere, since it is strictly increasing and 
concave, so it is a translation of the solution of (2.5) with the initial condition u(0) = 0, 
^'(0) = A/AM with interval of existence (0, oo). Thus it is unique up to translation 
and reflection. Since |ifc(0)|2 4- K(0)|2 -> 1 as 0 -> oo, the curve 7 determined by u 
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starts at a point po with |po| = VP* — a*j spirals infinitely many times around the 
origin and asymptotically approaches the unit circle from the inside. This is the curve 
described in Theorem 3 (v). 

The solution U2 is defined on an interval (—oo, T) for some finite T and U2 (0) ->• 1 
as d -» -oo. By the same considerations as before we see that 

(2.25) T = f 
ds 

so T is clearly finite for any 02 > 1 and 

(2.26) lim   r = oo 
a2-»l+ 

by Lemma 5.6. We assert in addition that 112 is unique up to translations. To prove 
this let u, v be two solutions of (2.5) of this type. By translating u and v we can arrange 
that u(0) = v(0) > 1. But then ^(O) = ^ - F(u(0)) = >/P*-F(v(0)) = ^(0), so 
u = v by the uniqueness theorem. 

As above we see that the curve 7 determined by U2 has no self-intersections. In 
one direction it goes to infinity with finite total curvature, and in the other it spirals 
infinitely many times around the origin and asymptotically approaches the unit circle 
from the outside. This is the curve described in Theorem 3 (vi). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 3. 

Case 3. (3 = 1. The proof of Theorem 4 is much simpler because we can solve 
equation (2.5) explicitly. Modulo translations and reflections the solutions are positive 
constants and linear functions if A = 1, positive multiples of either sinh0 or cosh0 if 
A > 1, and positive multiples of cos# if 0 < A < 1; in each case these are restricted to 
the intervals on which they are positive. 

3. Contracting Solutions. In this section we prove Theorem 5. 

Let 7 be a maximal solution of (1.2) with A < 0, say A = —1 for convenience. 
Since 7 is locally convex and smooth in its interior, K, > 0 and — (X, u) > 0, which 
means that at least locally 7 lies on the opposite side from the origin of each of its 
tangent lines. But then it is clear that 7 cannot be a closed curve, nor can it contain 
any closed subcurve. Thus 7 must be embedded, and moreover, its total curvature 
must be less than TT. 

Since 7 is assumed to be smooth in its interior, 0 0 interior 7 by (1.2). Thus if 7 
is infinite, then —(X, v) < d = dist(0,7). Rearranging (1.2) and integrating we obtain 

TT >    f K >    f d-p = 
J 'y J'y 

OO 

where /? = 1/a.  So 7 cannot be infinite, and a very similar argument shows that it 
cannot be semi-infinite either. Thus 7 must be finite. 

Now let C be the intersection of all closed halfspaces H of R2 with 0 G dH 
and 7 C H. Then C is a closed convex cone with vertex at the origin, and 7 C C. 
Furthermore, 7 meets dC only at its endpoints. Since 7 is maximal, (X, z/) = 0 at the 
endpoints, so 7 is tangential to dC there. Finally, the vertex angle of C is less than TT 

because it is equal to the total curvature of 7. This completes the proof of Theorem 
5(i). 
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To prove Theorem 5 (ii) it is sufEcient to show that for any /x G (0,7r/2) there is 
a negative solution u of 

u"+u = \\f{-u)>3   in   (-^M), 

ii = 0   at   6 = ±/x. 

To solve this problem it is convenient to normalize so that A = — lif/3^1 and 
to replace u by -u. Thus we need to prove the existence of a positive solution v of 

,32x v't + v^-v0   in   (-/J,/Z), 

v = 0   at   0 = i/i, 

if ^9^1, and of 

t;// + t; = -|A|i;    in    (-/i,^), 

v = 0   at    0 = ±/x, 

if /3 = 1. In the second case v(0) = cos(7r0/2fi) is the required solution, with |A| +1 = 
(7r/2/i)2. For any JJ, G (0,7r/2) there is a unique A < 0 satisfying this equality, and v 
is unique up to multiplication by positive constants. 

If p > 0, /? 7^ 1, the existence of positive solutions of (3.2) is no doubt well known. 
We do not know of a reference for this result, so we give a proof here. 

We consider the initial value problem 

(3.4) v" + v = -vP,        t;(0) = a > 0,    v'(0) = 0. 

This has a unique positive solution v for each a > 0, and v is defined on some bounded 
interval [—T, T] with v(±T) = 0, since v is even and strictly concave wherever it is 
positive. As before we see that 

(3.5) T=r , ds   . 
V Jo   y/F(a)-F(8) 

By Lemma 5.7, T is strictly increasing with 

lim T = 0, lim T = £       if   0 < 0 < 1, 
a—>-0+ a-»oo 2 

and strictly decreasing with 

lim T = I, lim T = 0       if   /? > 1. 
a~>0+ 2 a-^oo 

Since T depends continuously on a, there is a unique a > 0 so that T = /J,. Since any 
positive solution of (3.2) is even, it follows from the above that (3.2) has a unique 
positive solution for any fx € (0,7r/2). 

4. Positive Powers. In this section we make some remarks about convex curves 
moving homothetically by positive powers of their curvature, i.e., solutions of 

(4.1) Ka[X] = -\{X,v). 

In this case solutions expand if A > 0 and contract if A < 0. There are many such 
results, particularly in the case a = 1. It is geometrically clear that there is no closed 
compact convex solution of (4.1) unless A < 0. In addition, circles about the origin 
of radius A*-1^1"1-^ are solutions of (4.1). For a G (0,1/8) there are other embedded 
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compact convex solutions, and these have been classified by Andrews [2]. For a = 1 
there is a family of nonembedded compact locally convex solutions of (4.1) first found 
by Mullins [8] and classified by Abresch and Langer [1]. Similar families of solutions 
can be shown to exist for other values of a, but we do not know whether there is a 
complete description of these in the literature. 

Contracting Solutions. Similarly to Section 2, all strictly convex solutions of 
(4.1) with A = -1 are determined by positive solutions of the equation 

(4.2) u" + u = u-f3,        /3 = l/a, 

and vice versa. If we now let 

(4.3) F(s) = \ 1-/3 
U2-21ogs   if   0 = 1, 

then all positive solutions of (4.2) can be classified according to their energy E{u) 
which is defined by 

(4.4) E(u) = \u'\2+F{u). 

Case 1. /3 > 1. In this case F(s) -J-ooass-^Oors-^oOjFis strictly 
convex and has its minimum value /3* > 0 at s = 1 (/?* = (ft + !)/(/? — 1) if P > 1, 
/?* = 1 if /3 = 1). It follows easily from this that any positive solution of (4.2) is either 
identically one (if E(u) = /?*), or if E(u) > (5*, then u is periodic with minimum value 
a E (0,1) and maximum value b 6 (1, oo) determined by 

(4.5) F(a)=F{b)=E(u). 

The period T of such a solution is given by 

(4.6) T = 2 f dS 

J a 

and by Lemma 5.8, 

271- 
(4.7) lim T = TT, lim T =    . 

By continuity of T with respect to a, T takes every value between these two limits. 
As in Theorem 1, these solutions give rise to closed locally convex curves precisely 
when the period is a rational multiple of 27r. In the case /3 = 1 these are the curves of 
Mullins [8] and Abresch and Langer [1]. For /3 > k2 - 1 and T = 27r/k, k = 3,4,5, • • •, 
we obtain the convex embedded curves of Andrews [2]. 

Case 2. /3 E (0,1). In this case we obtain periodic solutions similar to those 
above, and in addition, solutions similar to those described in Theorem 2. If /3 G (0,1), 
then F(s) = 0 at 5 = 0 and at s = pi = [2/(1 -p)]1^1^ > 1, and F is strictly convex 
with minimum value /?* = (/3 + !)/(/? — 1) < 0 at 5 = 1. Similarly to above we see 
that solutions with energy E(u) G (/3*,0) are periodic with minimum and maximum 
values a € (0,1) and b G (l,/?i) determined by (4.5). The period is again given by 
(4.6), and by Lemma 5.9, 

/ * *\ m        27r ,.      „_ 27r 
(4.8) limr=- -, lim r = 

y/F{a)-F(8y 

a_>o+        1 + /3'       a-n-        vT+TT 
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For E(u) = 0 we obtain the solutions with minimum value a = 0 and maximum 
value b = Pi. These satisfy u' = 0 where u = 0, so they extend to periodic functions 
with period T = 27r/(l + /?). The curves determined by these solutions are embedded 
convex curves of total curvature k = 27r/(l + /3), the two ends of which meet at the 
origin and K -> 0 at the endpoints. If 27r/(l + /3) is a rational multiple of 27r, these 
curves can be continued periodically to obtain C2 locally convex immersed curves 
similar to the Mullins-Abresch-Langer curves, except that the origin lies on the curve 
and is a point of self-intersection. Moreover, it is easy to see that in certain cases the 
origin is the only point of self-intersection. Namely, when /? = l/(2k — 1) the curve is 
a "2fc-leaved clover" if k > 2 is even and a "fc-leaved clover" if k > 3 is odd. 

Finally, if E(u) > 0, we obtain a translation of the solution of (4.2) with initial 
conditions u(0) = a > fix, ^'(0) = 0, so u is defined on a bounded interval [—T,T] 
with u(±T) = 0 and K(±T)|2 = E(u) > 0. In addition, 

(4.9) T= [ 
Jo 

ds 

o   ^F(a)-F{s)' 

The curve 7 determined by such a solution is a finite embedded convex curve of finite 
total curvature fc, with its endpoints on dBr(0) for r = \/E(u) = y/F(a). From 
Lemma 5.10 we see that T is strictly decreasing with respect to a with 

27r 
(4.10) lim k = ^, lim k = TT. 

a->P+ 1 + P a-^ 

In addition, 7 is tangent to a line through the origin at each endpoint, and K —)> 0 
at the endpoints. Thus by attaching a suitable semi-infinite portion of each of these 
lines to 7 we obtain a complete, properly immersed, locally convex curve of class C2 

(at least), which moves homothetically by Ka flow. This procedure is of course also 
possible in the case E(u) = 0. In addition, we may combine several such curves with 
a suitable number of portions of lines through the origin to obtain more elaborate 
examples. 

Expanding Solutions. For A > 0 (4.1) has many complete noncompact em- 
bedded convex solutions. These were classified in [11]—they are either lines through 
the origin or embedded convex curves asymptotic to the boundary of a closed convex 
cone with vertex at the origin and vertex angle less than TT (the existence of such 
solutions in the case a ~ 1 has also been proved in [4,6]). It is clear that any convex 
solution of (4.1) with A > 0, whether complete or not, must be embedded and have 
total curvature less than TT. 

In [7] Ishimura proved the existence of expanding spiral-like solutions of (4.1) 
with A > 0 in the case a = 1. His solutions have one endpoint and spiral to infinity 
without self-intersection and with finite total curvature. Since any such solution can 
be extended to a complete solution which is symmetric about its point of maximum 
curvature, they are parts of embedded infinite solutions which are asymptotic to the 
boundary of a cone, as explained above. 

To prove this we normalize so that A = 1 in (4.1). Then every convex solution of 
(4.1) corresponds to a negative solution of 

(4.11) u" + u=(-u)-P. 

But it is clear that any negative solution u of (4.11) must satisfy u" > C(/?) > 0, which 
implies that any maximal negative solution exists only on some bounded interval and 
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is zero at both endpoints. Thus after a translation we may assume that u(0) = a < 0 
and ^/(O) = 0. It follows that u is symmetric about its minimum. This implies that 
the curve determined by u is symmetric about its point of maximal curvature. 

Evidently there are no genuine spiral-like homothetic solutions of flow by positive 
powers of the curvature. 

5. Some Lemmas. Here we prove some technical lemmas which were used in 
the previous sections. The first six of these concern the behaviour of certain integrals 
involving the function 

(5.1) Jp(s) = s2__i_sm. 

This function has its minimum 0* = (/3 - l)/(/3 4-1) < 0 at s = 1 if /3 e (0,1), and it 
has its maximum /?* = (/3 — !)/(/? + 1) > 0 at s = 1 if (3 > 1. It has two zeros, one at 
s = 0 and the other at 5 = ft = [2/(/3 + I)]1/*!-/*) > 1. 

LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that f3 G (0,1) and for each a G [0,1) let b be the unique 
number in (l,/3i] such that F(b) = F(a). Let T be defined by 

rb in 

(5.2) T(a) = / 
J a y/F(a)-F(s) 

Then 

(5.3) lim T(o) = -Z-s, lim T(a) = -=L=. 
a-K)+ 1 — p a->l- y 1 — p 

Proof. Since F(a) < 0 for a G [0,ft], we have F(a) - F{s) < -F(s). Thus by 
the monotone convergence theorem 

rb 
lim T(a) > lim       —, 

ds 

-F(S) 

(5.4) -I ^      ds 

V=m 
1-13' 

The last integral can be evaluated by making the substitution 

Next we show the reverse inequality. Let e > 0 be small, and suppose that 
F(a) = F(b) = -e7, where 7 > 1 is chosen so that fiy < 1. Then a -> 0 and 6 -> ft 
as e -> 0, and 

.   K\ Z^6 ^5 _  / ^5 f ds 
la   y/F(a) - F(s) " isx yF(a) - F(s) + k2 y/F(a) - F(s) 

where 

Ex = {s G [0, ft] : et < -F(s) < e},        S2 = {s 6 [0, ft] : -F(S) > e}. 

To estimate the integral over Si, first observe that for e small Ei is a union of two 
disjoint intervals [a, a'] and [&', b] where i^a') = F(bf) = -e. In addition, F is concave 
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on [a, a'] and convex on [6', b]. For s G [a, a'] we have 

F(a)-F(s)>-F'(a)(s-a) 

and hence 

ds r    ds    <   i   fa 

Ja    JF(a) - F(s) - ^/=F>! Ja ^F(a) - F(s) - ^/^F7{a) Ja    V^^ 

(5.6) _ 2Va/~^a 

< C(P)e5 

where 5 = (1 - Prf/fifl + 2) > 0. Here we have used 

a » c(/3)e^^+1),     a' » c^e1/^1) 

for a positive constant ^(/S). Similarly, for s € [&', 6] 

F|» - F(s) > F'(s)(6 - s) > .F'(&')(& - «), 

and hence 

f6 ds 1        A6     ds 

A- ^(6) - F(s) - ^FUpi jv Vb=l 
(5.7) _ 2y/b=bT 

~ VFW) 

Here we have used the fact that near s = fli, F'(s) is bounded between two positive 
constants depending only on 0. 

On S2 we have -F(s) > e = -e1-7
JF(a) and hence F(a) - F(s) > -(1 - 

eT-1)F(s), so 

r        ds 1       r01    ds 
is, VFfo) - F(s) - VI - e7-1' io /s2 V^(«) - W _ VI - e7"1 Jo     y^W) (5.8) 

< 
(1 - f3)Vi - e7"1 

Combining the above estimates we obtain, since 0 < 6 < 1/2, 

TT .    „d 
T{a) < oN   , + Ce' 

and hence 
lim T(o) <    ^ 
a->0 1 -p 

Next we prove the second equality in (5.3). It is convenient to split the integral 
in (5.2) into two integrals, the first over [o, 1] and the second over [1,6]. Introducing 
the new variable t defined by s = (1 — t)a +1 we obtain 

f1 ds f1 (1 - a)dt 
Ja   y/F(a) - F(s) ~~ Jo   y/F(a) - F(at) 
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where at = (1 — t)a +1. We now show that 

(5-9) ,   (1-Q)        <    ,  2 

for all a € (0,1] sufficiently close to 1. By Taylor's theorem we have, for some at € 
[a, at], 

F{at) = F{a) + F'(a)(at - a) + ^"(at)(at - a)2 

< F(a) + F'(a)(at - a) + ^"(^(a, - a)2 

since F'" > 0. In addition, for some a G [a, 1] we have 

F'(a) = F'(l) + F"(a)(a - 1) < F"(a)(a - 1) 

since F'(l) = 0 and F'" > 0. Thus 

^(o) - Fiat) > F"(a)(l - aft - ±F"(1)(1 - a)H2 

>\F"{l)(l-a)H, 

provided a is so close to 1 that 

F"{a) > |F"(1). 

(5.9) now follows. 

We now use Taylor's theorem again to write 

F(at) = F(a) + F'(a)(at - a) + ^F"(a)(at - a)2 + 0(\at - a|3) 

= F(a) + ^"^^(l - a)2t + lF"(a)(l - a)2t2 

1 — a 2, 
+ 0(\l-a\H3). 

Using the dominated convergence theorem, which is permissible by (5.9), we see that 

dt 
lim 

f1      (1 - a)dt      _ f1 

Jo   jF(a) -F(at) ~ Jo o-iyo   VF(a) - F(at)     Jo   y/F"(l)t - F"(l)t2/2 

V^^O) 
TT 

Similarly, 

lim 
/ 

6 ds 
»->iJi   ^F(a) - ^(s)      2^/^^' 

and the second equality of (5.3) follows. 

Remark. For the proof just given it sufficient that F £ C2 with .F"(l) > 0. Only 
a few minor modifications need to be made where we have used the fact that F'" > 0. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let (3 e (0,1), and for a G [/3i, oo) define 

ra ds      

/o   y/F(a)-F{8J' 
(5-10) T^ = /    /gn—^TT- 

Tften T zs strictly decreasing, 

T(RA =     * (511) TOSi) = ^ 

(5.12) lim T(a) = -^-r, lim r(a) = J. 
a~>/3j + 1-/3' a-xx>     W        2' 

Proo/. First observe that since F is convex for s > fix and F'{Pi) is positive, 
F(a) - F(5) > F'tf^a - s) for s € [ft, a], and hence 

r      ^ i     r   ^ 

-2V^(ft) 
-^0   as   a->p£. 

Next, F(a) decreases monotonically to 0 as a —> ft*", so by the monotone conver- 
gence theorem 

ds pa 
lim T=  lim   /       .  

ii-f/8f o->/3+ Jo   y/F(a) o-s-/3+ o->/3+ 70   VF(a) - F(s) 

[ Z-^1 ds ra ds 

r0i 

L     f- -F(s) 
TT 

1-/3 

This proves the first equality in (5.12), and of course, also (5.11). 

We now prove the second. For 0 < s < a we have 

(5.13) F(a) - F(s) = a2 - s2 - -^ (^+1 - ^+1) < a2 - s2, 

and hence 
f" ds fa ds  TT 

70   JF(a) - F(s) - Jo   Var^~2' h   y/F{a) - F(s) 

Now let e > 0 be small. Then 
2 

/9+1 

< e(a2 - s2) 
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for s sufficiently large, say s > SQ = so(/5> c). It follows that for s > SQ 

F(a)-F(s)>(l-e)(a2-s2) 

and hence 

■m r ,  * 
«-+<x>Jo   y/F(a) - F(s) 

i.   f80     ds       i-   r     ds = lim   / . + lim   /       . 
a-*™ Jo    ^F(a) - F(s)     a->°°Jso y/F{a) - F(s) 

i r    ds 
- 6 JSo   yja* - S2 < lim    r- 

a—>oo A/1 

TT 

by the dominated convergence theorem. The second equality of (5.12) now follows. 

To prove that T is strictly decreasing we introduce the new variable t defined by 
s = ta. Then 

f ds -  f1 adt 

'Jo   ^F{a) - F(s) " Jo   y/F(a) - F(ta)' 

and 

F(a) - F(ta) = a2(l - t2) - ^^(l - ^+1), 

so the result follows directly by differentiating the integrand with respect to a. 

LEMMA 5.3. Let ft > 1 and for a e (0,1) define T by (5.10).  Then T is strictly 
increasing, T{d) > 7r/2 and 

(5.14) lim T(a) = J, lim T(a) = oo. 
a->0+ 2 a-+l- 

Proof. For 0 < s < a (5.13) holds with strict inequality unless s = a. Thus 

io   ^/F{a^F{s)> Jo   Va^^^Z' 

Now let e > 0 be small. Then for sufficiently small a > 0 we have, since ft > 1, 

F(a)-F(s) > (l-e)(a2-s2)    for    0 < s < a, 

and hence 
r ^g 1        r       dg       _       TT 

Vo   VF(a) - F(s) - VT^e Jo   Va2 - s2 ~ 2^1=1' 

The first equality of (5.14) follows. 

We now prove the second. First we note that since now /3 > 1, F1" < 0. Thus by 
Taylor's theorem, for 0 < s < a we have 

F(s) > F(a) + F'tafts - a) + ^"(a)^ - a)2. 

Since ^'(1) = 0, for some a G [a, 1] we also have 

F'(a) = -F"(a)(l-a). 
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Thus for 0 < s < 2a - 1 < a we have 

F(a) - F{s) < F'(a)(a - s) - \F"(a)(s - a)2 

= -^(a)(l-a)(a-S)-^(a)(5-a)2 

<_3F,(1)(a_s)2 

since ^"(1) < ^(a) < ^"(a) < 0 for a close to 1. It follows that 

Jo   y/F(a) - F{s) - ^-2>F"(l) Jo        a-8 

/2 
=     / = flog a — log(l — a)l 

y/-3F»(l) L V ^ 

-> oo    as    a —> I-. 

Finally, the strict monotonicity of T can be proved a,s in Lemma 5.2. 

LEMMA 5.4.  Let {3 > 1 and /or a G (1, oo) define 

(5-15) r(a) = /     /n T ^rr- 
Tften T is strictly decreasing and 

(5.16) lim T(a) = oo, lim T(a) = 0. 
a-)-l+ a->oo 

Proof. Since F is concave for s > 1, we see that for s > a > 1 we have 

F(a) - F(s) > -F'(a)(8 - a) = 2(</ - a)(s - a). 

In addition, for large 5 we have F(a) — F(s) = 0(s/3+1). Using these facts and the 
fact that /3 > 1 we easily see that T < oo for any a G (1, oo). To see that T is strictly 
decreasing we rewrite T as 

(5.17) T=r ,    *   =. 
/o    VF(a)-F(a-hs) 

By direct computation we see that the integrand in (5.17) is strictly decreasing with 
respect to a because F"(s) < 0 for s > 1. The proof of the first equality in (5.16) is 
almost identical to that of the second equality in (5.14) and is therefore omitted. The 
second follows from the dominated convergence theorem since the integrand in (5.17) 
decreases pointwise to zero as a —> oo. 

LEMMA 5.5. Let (3 > 1 and for rj > /?* define 

ds r00 ds 
(5.18) r(f|)=/   -^ 

Jo    V r] - F(s) 

Then T is strictly decreasing and 

(5.19) lim T(rj) = oo, lim Tfa) = 0. 
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Proof. T is finite because F{s) < (3* < 77 and rj - F(s) = 0(s(3+1) for large 5. It 
is obvious that T is strictly decreasing. To prove the first equality of (5.19) we set 
77 = F(a) for a > 1, so that 77 -> P* as a -> 1+. The result then follows from Lemma 
5.4. The second equality of (5.19) follows with the aid of the dominated convergence 
theorem as above. 

LEMMA 5.6. Let (3 > 1 and for a G (1, oo) define 

(5.20) T( 
/•OO 

a) = /     -7= 
y/P.-F{*)' 

Then T is finite for all a > 1 and 

(5.21) lim T(a) = oo. 
a-»l+ 

The proof is similar to previous proofs so it is omitted. 

The following lemma concerns the function 

(5.22) F(5)=52 + _^5/m 

with 0 > 0, p / 1. 

LEMMA 5.7. For any a € (0, oo) let T be defined by (5.10). 

(i) IfO<P<l, then T is strictly increasing with 

lim r = 0, lim T= |. (5.23) 
a-^0+ a-»oo 2 

(^uj If p > 1, then T is strictly decreasing with 

lim T = J, lim T = 0. (5.24) 
a-»0+ 2 a—>-oo 

Proof. First suppose that 0 < P < 1. For 0 < s < a we have 

so if we make the change of variable r = s/a, we find that 

ds I Jo 
< C(J3)a^'^2 

o   y/F{a)-F(s) 

-> 0    as    a ->■ 0+, 

where 

On the other hand, given any e > 0, there is a number SQ = so(e, P) such that 

F(a)-F(s) < (l + 6)(a2-s2)    for    5o < 5 < a, 
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and hence 
r        ds i     r  

I so \/F(a) - F(s) " VlT~e JSQ yfd 

ds 

IT 
-» —' as    a -t oo. 

Since also 
rs u* 

lim   /        , = 0 
rSQ ds_ 

£ZZ> Jo    y/F{a) - F(s) 

by the monotone convergence theorem, the second equality of (5.23) follows. The 
strict monotonicity of T can be proved as in Lemma 5.2. 

Finally, the proof in the case /? > 1 is very similar and is omitted. 

In the following two lemmas we let 

(5.25) F(s)=l 1-/3 
U2-21ogs   if   /3 = 1. 

Then for fi > 1, ^(5) —>■ 00 as 5 -> 0+ and 5 -> 00, .F is strictly convex and achieves 
its minimum value /3* = (/? + l)/(/9 - 1) if /3 > 1 (/?* = 1 if /3 = 1) at 5 = 1. If 
/3 G (0,1), then F(s) = 0 at s = 0 and at s = ft = [2/(1 - ^)]1/(1+/?), F is strictly 
convex and achieves its minimum value /?* = (/? + l)/(/3 — 1) at s = 1. 

LEMMA 5.8. Suppose that (3 > 1 and for each a € (0,1] Jet 6 fee £fte unique number 
in [l,oo) s^cft that F(b) = ^(a). Le^ T fee defined by (5.2). Tften 

(5.26) lim T(a) = J, lim T(a) =      ^ 
a4o+ 2'        a->i- V^hS 

Proof. To prove the first equality of (5.26) we split the interval of integration into 
the two intervals [a, 1] cind [1,6]. For 5 G [a, 1] we have, by Taylor's theorem and the 
fact that F"' < 0, 

F(a) - F{s) > -F'(a)(a - a) - ^"(a)^ - a)2. 

The right hand side is clearly nonnegative for s G [a,ao] for some ao > a. In fact, a 
computation shows that for a sufficiently small we may take ao = a+a/p. In addition, 
setting 

we see that 
fia ->• ^/2   as   a -¥ 0+. 

Using these facts we now compute 

ds 1 rao ds rao ds 1        r0 

Ja      JWa) - F(S)   -  T/^CO) la      V y/F(a) - F(s) - ^/^Fr{a) A    y/(s - a) - /i(* - a)2 

= —. arcsin •Jua/B 

->• 0    as   a ->• 0+ 
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since Fff(a) -> oo as a ->• 0+. 

Next, for any e > 0 we have 

lim   / = = 0 
a^o+7e   ^(o) - F{s) 

by the dominated convergence theorem, and also, for ao < e, 

/'   /^f   g,x<C(fl«(g-i>/»(e-ao). 

It follows that 

(5.27) lim   /      .      ds        = = 0. 

Next we have 
F(&) - F{s) <b2-s2   for   1 < s < b, 

and for any small e > 0 there is an so = so(e,0) such that 

F(6)-F(s)>(l-e)(62-s2)   for   SQ < s < b. 

It follows that 

fb ds ^   rb      ds TT 
/       , > /      , -> —    as   o -> oo, 

Ji   ^F{b) - F{s) - Ji   VW^      2 

and 

r d-i <^-[ 
Jso VF(6) - F(s) - VT^e Jtl 

b       ds TT 
< 

y/F(b) - F(s) - VT=-e JS0 VV^l* - 2VT=~e' 

In addition we have 
r*0 ds_ 

^"°° Vi    ^(6) - F{s) 

by the dominated convergence theorem, so 

lim   /               _,= = 0 

(5.28) lim   / 
b ds 

>>^°°Ji   y/F(b) - F(s)      2 

The first equality of (5.26) follows from (5.27) and (5.28). 

The proof of the second equality of (5.26) is very similar to that of the second 
equality in (5.3), so it is omitted. Only a few minor changes need to be made because 
now F'" < 0 instead of F'" > 0. 

LEMMA 5.9. Let 0 e (0,1), and for each a 6 [0,1] let b e [1,01] be the unique 
number such that F(a) = F(b). Let T be defined by (5.2). Then 

(5.29) -'^ ^ T(0) = TT? 
and 

(5.30) lim r(o) = T—-r, lim T(o) = -==. 
a-K)+ 1 + p a->l- Vi + p 
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LEMMA 5.10. Let (5 e (0,1), and for a € [ft, oo) define T by (5.10).  Then T is 
strictly decreasing, 

(5.3i) m) = j-^g 

and 

(5.32) lim r(o) = -^, lim T(a) = f. 

The proofs of Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10 are almost identical to those of Lemmas 5.1 
and 5.2, so they are omitted. 
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